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ABSTRACT

In this article we discover the roots and maturation of software development methods and practices through a
comparative study. We notice that the evolution of software development methods has mirrored the evolution in
manufacturing paradigms. Further, investigations reveal that the change software development methods have lagged
the change in manufacturing paradigms indicating the source of inspiration for software development and practices
is manufacturing and not the other way around. This investigation is useful and timely, especially in the context of
plan-driven versus agile methods conundrum. It helps us acquire an in-depth understanding of how software
development methods originated, why some of them have prevailed while others have not. Further, these insights
help us assess the relevance of current practices and methods of software development and predict their future
trajectory.
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EVOLUTION OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING PARADIGMS

While software development is less than a century old, manufacturing began when man first started making tools
and implements. It is not surprising therefore to discover that the evolution of software development methods has
trailed the evolution in manufacturing methods.
Craftsmanship and Code-and-fix

“In the 1950s, software developers were more like artists and craftsmen just as producers of physical products were
before the industrial revolution.” (Hannemyr, 1999) Formal methods of control such as division of labor and
productivity norms were not yet developed. Like the crafts there was scope for creativity and independence. Skilled
programmers like craftsmen had deep knowledge and understanding of their domain. They developed the software
iteratively and fixed the bugs in the code until the user was satisfied. The code-and-fix method survived because
software was not that complex and there was no better way for developing software. However, the code-and-fix
(Boehm, 1988) approach did not last long. As the use of software became ubiquitous and organizations relied on
computers for their business operations, this laissez faire approach was replaced with more disciplined methods. By
the mid-sixties, management wanted software development to be a managed and controlled process much like other
industrial activities (Hanemeyr, 1999).
Taylorism and Waterfall

To accomplish this, software development turned to a more than fifty-year-old paradigm, called "Scientific
Management" (Taylor, 1911). Frederick Winslow Taylor (1911) introduced Scientific Management with the aim of
controlling all work activities whether simple or complicated to improve manufacturing quality and productivity.
The methods suggested by Taylor focused on task simplification and time and motion studies by industrial engineers
aimed at increasing specialization and standardization of work.
As applied to software development, Scientific Management, led to the development of factory like concepts. R. W.
Bemer of General Electric (Bemer, 1969) was among its earliest proponents. He suggested that General Electric
adopt standardized tools to reduce variability in programmer productivity and keep a database of historical records
for management control. M. D. Mellroy of AT & T (Mellroy, 1968) emphasized systematic reusability of code for
enhancing productivity.
By the late 1960s, the term ‘software factory’ was in popular use and became associated with computer-aided tools,
management-control systems, modularization, and reusability (Cusumano, 1989). Attempts were made to introduce
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statistical control in software engineering (Huh, 2001). Efficiency of software development processes were
measured through the use of control charts. Models such as CMM (Capability Maturity Model) gained popularity for
defining and improving software development processes (Huh, 2001).
Further new Taylorist approaches such as the waterfall model (Royce, 1970) and its variants gained popularity.
These methods promoted strong conformance to plan through upfront requirements gathering and systems design,
programming standards, code inspections and productivity metrics. They encouraged division of labor leading to
specialized roles of business analysts, system architects, programmers and testers.
Although a substantial improvement over “code-and-fix” approach, Taylorist methods have issues of addressing
customers’ real business needs and keeping with the development schedules (Kakar and Kakar, 2014; Kakar and
Kakar, 2017f). Under conditions of rapidly evolving customer needs, the approach of first defining requirements
fully and then delivering them to the customer after a long gap did not seem appropriate (Kakar and Kakar, 2018b;
Kakar and Kakar, 2018c; Kakar, 2015; Kakar and Kakar, 2017f, Kakar and Kakar, 2018d). With increasing problem
complexity, changing scope and requirements, and evolving technologies, developers, over time, came to realize that
software development projects using this approach may not accomplish the planned project objectives (Kakar,
2017d; Kakar and Kakar, 2017f).
Lean Manufacturing and Lean Software Development

Lean manufacturing originated on the shop-floors of Japanese manufacturers and in particular as a result of
innovations at Toyota Motor Corporation resulting from a scarcity of resources and intense domestic competition in
the Japanese market for automobiles. Lean production is based on four principles: (1) minimize waste; (2) perfect
first-time quality; (3) flexible production lines; (4) continuous improvement (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990). The
lean approach focuses on creation of value by elimination of waste represented an alternative model to that of
capital-intensive mass production. The innovations included the Kanban method of pull production, the just-in-time
(JIT) production system, automated mistake proofing and high levels of participative employee problem-solving.
The positive outcomes of Lean manufacturing principles exemplified by the Toyota Production System in terms of
productivity, time-to-market, product quality and customer satisfaction aroused the interest of the software industry.
Lean principles were first applied to software development in the 90s (Freeman, 1992), well before the Agile
principles (see Table 3). Although the universal application of Lean principles to knowledge work like software
development is still under debate there is general acceptance that more lean principles could be virtually applied to
any domain.
Originally, the focus of lean software development was on making software development more efficient by
removing ‘waste’. Anything which did not add value to the customer was identified as waste such as adding extra
functionality or extra documentation. But later the principle of Just-in-Time (JIT) was applied in lean software
development practices such as not doing the requirements too far before one is ready to design, not doing design too
far before one is ready to code and not doing code until one is almost ready to test. The idea is to perform all these
tasks in small batches similar to the lean concept of “one-piece flow”. The essential principle underlying this
approach is to take our focus off productivity and put it towards time and the workflow by avoiding delays between
steps, eliminating large queues and making work more visible.
Agile Manufacturing and Agile Software Development

Although introduced in 2000s, the roots of Agile principles can be traced to both Lean and Agile manufacturing
paradigms introduced in the 1970s and 1990s respectively. Agile manufacturing is a further evolution of production
methodology following Lean manufacturing. The term agile manufacturing can be traced back to the publication of
the report 21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy (Iococca Institute, 1992). The origins of the “agility
movement” stems from US government concerns that domestic defense manufacturing capability would be
diminished following the end of cold war in 1989. The following phenomena underscore the reasons for putting
agility at the core of manufacturing strategy for the twenty-first century (Goldman et al., 1995):
1.

Increasing market fragmentation

2.

Growth in the need to produce to order

3.

Shrinking product life cycles

4.

Globalization of production
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Distribution infrastructures which support greater customization

Leanness is usually seen as a precursor for fully agile manufacturing (Gunasekharan and Yusuf, 2002). While lean
production is based on four principles: (1) minimize waste; (2) perfect first-time quality; (3) flexible production
lines; (4) continuous improvement (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990), the Lehigh study included four dimensions of
agile manufacturing 1.Enriching the customer; 2. Cooperating to enhance competitiveness; 3. Organizing to master
change; 4. Leveraging the impact of people and information (Goldman et al., 1995; Gunasekharan and Yusuf, 2002).
While the proposed definition of leanness is the maximization of simplicity, quality and economy, agile
manufacturing added flexibility and responsiveness to the definition (Gunasekharan and Yusuf, 2002). Various lean
approaches, such as mixed model scheduling and level scheduling (also referred to as heijunka), have been
developed for flexible production lines, but they work best under stable demand environments (Hines, Holweg and
Rich, 2004). As a result, various researchers have favored agile solutions (Goldman et al., 1995).
Agile manufacturing approaches focus on addressing customer demand variability by flexible assemble-to-order
systems and creating virtual supply chains (Hines, Holweg and Rich, 2004). Virtual supply chains are independent
firms with distinctive core competences which come together to exploit market opportunities and disband when they
are no longer valuable to each other. Further, agile manufacturing seeks to achieve competitiveness through rapid
response and mass customization. While lean manufacturing methods deliver good quality product to consumers at
low prices through removal of waste and excess inventory, agile manufacturing focus on rapidly entering niche
markets by developing capabilities to address specific needs of individual customers.
In line with these developments in manufacturing, ASD (Agile Software development) began as a countermovement
to the Taylorist software development processes like the Waterfall Model or the V-Model. There is a sharp contrast
between Taylorist and Agile software development approaches. Taylorist approaches are based on the principle that
the first step in a product/ system solution is to comprehensively capture the full set of user requirements to address
the business problem. This is followed by architectural and detailed design. Coding or construction is commenced
only after confirmation of requirement specification by the customer and completion and approval of architecture/
design. The customer is typically involved at the stage of requirements gathering and the final stage of product
acceptance (Kakar, 2014). As a result. the validation of the product happens only at the requirement gathering stage
and at the end of the long development cycle.
“On the other hand, agile projects work on minimum critical specification.” (Nerur, Mahapatra and Mangalraj,
2005) Agile projects start with the smallest critical set of requirements to initiate the project. They work on the
principle of developing working products in multiple iterations. “Users review actual working product at
demonstrations instead of paper reviews or review of prototypes done in plan-driven methods.” (Nerur, Mahapatra
and Mangalraj, 2005) These working products become the basis for further discussions and the team uses the latest
feedback from relevant stakeholders to deliver the business solution. As the solution emerges through working
products, the application design, architecture, and business priorities are continuously evaluated and refactored
(Kakar, 2018a; Kakar and Carver, 2012).
The evolution of software development approaches and the corresponding manufacturing paradigms are summarized
in Table 1.
Manufacturing Paradigms

Software Development Approaches

Craftmanship (pre-1910s)

Code and Fix (1950s)

Taylorism and Mass Production (1910s)

Plan-driven approaches such as Waterfall or
V Model (1970s)

Lean Manufacturing (1970s)

Lean Software Development (1990s)

Agile Manufacturing (1990s)

Agile Software Development (2000s)
Table 1. Evolution of SDMs

The history of software development and manufacturing thus indicate that software development principles and
practices were adapted from manufacturing. We further assess the validity of this premise by comparing the
practices of two major software development methods - plan-driven (or Tayloristic) and agile methods - with the
corresponding practices in the two major manufacturing paradigms. Table 2 summarizes the findings for Tayloristic
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methods of software development and manufacturing, and Table 3 summarizes the findings for agile methods of
software development and manufacturing.
Tayloristic Practices of Mass
Production

Adaptations by Plan-driven methods of Software
Development

Goals and Means
1

Efficiency of Production Process

Focus on Cost, Quality, Schedule

2

Focus on Time and Motion Study, Task
Simplification

3

Specialization through Division of Labor

Adherence to Productivity Norms e.g. Lines of Code (LOC)/
Programmer week, Preventing schedule slippage, Low Defect/
1000 LOC
Specialized Roles: Designers, Programmers, Testers

4

Standardization, Common Parts

Coding Standards, Code Reuse

Process Strategy
1

Defined Production Process

Upfront Planning, Defined Process

2

Long Production Runs

Long gap between requirements capture and delivery of IS
product

3

Management control of production process

Reviews, Audits and Inspection

4

Push approach, Assembly line

Sequential phases, Waterfall approach

5

Automation of Production Process e.g.
CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing)

Automation of development processes: e.g. CASE (Computer
Aided Software Engineering) Tools

Quality Control
1

Objective: Meeting Product Specifications

System Requirement Specification and Verification

2

Means: Defect Detection and Correction,
Statistical Control

End of Line Testing. Statistical Process Control

Table 2. Tayloristic practices adopted by Software Development

ASD practices from Lean Manufacturing

ASD practices from Agile Manufacturing

Minimizing waste (adapted from Poppendieck and
Poppendieck, 2003)

Enriching the customer
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)

Overproduction: Develop only critical user stories

Co-creation of software with customer

Inventory: Story cards are detailed only for current
iteration

Creating a common way to view the system by using the
system metaphor

Use of User Stories – feature descriptions written from
the customer perspective.

Use of user stories – feature descriptions written from
the customer perspective

Extra Processing Steps: Code directly from stories; get
verbal clarification directly from customer

Burndown charts – project progress is measured by
number of user stories completed

Motion: Have everyone in the same room; customer
included

Incremental releases of working products allow
functionality to be released to the customer early

Defects: Both developer and customer tests
Transportation: Work directly with customers

Leveraging Impact of People and Information
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)
Product Vision
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Flexible Production Lines (Beck 1999; Scrum
Alliance 2008)

Open Work Space

Iterative evolutionary development

Co-location of development team

Dedicated integration computer; Automated builds

Paired Programming

Multi skilled employees
Project Velocity measured by number of user stories
completed provides visibility
Practices for first-time quality
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)
Test driven development
Working products in each iteration
Integrate code frequently
ASD practices for continuous improvement
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)

Cooperating to enhance competitiveness
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)
Daily Stand up Meetings, face-to-face communication
promotes tacit knowledge sharing (also see Kakar,
2017a)
User representative on the development team
Promoting collective ownership
Concertive rather than bureaucratic control (also see
Kakar, 2017b)
Organizing to master change
(Beck 1999; Scrum Alliance 2008)
Self-organizing teams (also see Kakar, 2017c)

Sprint Reviews

Making customer available as part of ASD team

Periodic refactoring of existing code

Policy of moving people around

Project retrospectives

Recruiting and developing multi-skilled employees

Table 3. Practices adopted by ASD from Lean/ Agile Manufacturing principles
DISCUSSION AND CONTRIBUTION

As Jacobson and Spence (2009) point out, theoretical roots help us glean the methodology-independent “truths” of
software development. This comparative study, a first of its kind, traces the origins and maturation of the concepts
and practices in the disciplines of manufacturing and software development and finds noteworthy similarities
between them (Table 3). The study provides evidence that the evolution of software development has trailed the
developments in manufacturing. From Table 2, we can see that although evolution in software development methods
lags evolution in manufacturing paradigms, it eventually catches up. Further, the lag time is progressively reducing.
This discovery has useful implications for research and practice. Three benefits are readily identifiable.
Firstly, the increasing popularity of Agile Software Development (ASD) compared to plan-driven methods have
perplexed many. Many still believe that ASD methods are a passing fad. However, the findings of this study show
that ASD can be viewed as a natural progression of evolution in software development methods (see table 2).
Additionally, this study also shows that ASD is currently at the apex of evolution in software development methods
and is likely to increasingly displace plan-driven methods of software development as lean/ agile manufacturing
paradigms have displaced Tayloristic principles of mass production over the last century.
Secondly, the findings of the comparative study provide a glimpse of the future trajectory in evolution of software
development methods. ASD methods are not without limitations. Agile methods continue to be seen as restricted to
small, co-located development teams and not well-suited for developing large enterprise software. The answer to
addressing these limitations may lie in tracking the relevant practices of manufacturing from where many of the
current software development practices in general and ASD practices in particular are drawn.
For example, in its fully developed form, agility in manufacturing exemplifies the collaborative capability of an
organization to proactively establish virtual manufacturing (Gunasekaran and Yusuf, 2002) where a group of
independent geographically distributed firms form suitable and temporary alliances based on complementary
competencies to address customer/ market needs. Currently the agile principles and practices do not even provide
the basic guidelines and processes for sub-contracting or outsourcing, leave alone address the sophisticated
processes of a full-blown virtual manufacturing. But aligned with the developments in manufacturing, ASD in future
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will likely incorporate the advanced collaborative practices of virtual manufacturing as it evolves to address the
challenge.
Thirdly, a need continues to be expressed amongst both practitioners and researchers for a coherent understanding of
what constitutes agility in software development. By tracing the roots of the concept of agility in manufacturing and
discovering their implementation in agile principles and practices this study identifies eight facets of agility - 1.
Organizing to master change; 2. Enriching the customer; 3. Cooperating to enhance competitiveness; 4. Leveraging
the impact of people and information; 5. Minimize waste; 6. Perfect first-time quality; 7. Flexible production lines;
and 8. Continuous improvement. Future research may develop individual scales and/ or a composite agility index
based on these 8 facets of agility to measure the agility of ASD projects to pinpoint areas of improvement.
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